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good afternoon everybody thankyou for coming to my presentationi'm chansun park and graudate student at yonsei universityi hope you'll find this topic interesting and the topic of my presentation this afternoon is a fast computation of far interactions in mlcbfm for large structure
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Analysis of electrically large structures

1. Introduction

Rigorous methods

Time domain

FDTD

Frequency domain

MoM

FEM

Asymptotic methods

PO GO

Computational 
Electromagnetics

 Multiple excitation analysis of electrically large structure
 Geometry to be analyzed fixed
 Scattering characteristics analyzed according to 

electromagnetic source change.
 Required for analysis of reflection characteristics in each 
direction of  structures

<Example of monostatic RCS for multiple direction>

 Rigorous method rather than asymptotic method
 Strength in scattering analysis
 Only boundary of problem is meshed

http://www.ausairpower.net/APA-2011-03.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
introThere is a problem of multiple excitation. which is, The geometry to be analyzed is a fixed state and the scattering characteristics are analyzed according to electromagnetic  source change. and this analysis is Essential for the study of RCS characteristics of airplanes or ships.There are various methods to analyze electromagnetic problems, and we found that MoM is a technique with the properties we want, which has a strength in scattering analysis.
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Method of Moment

1. Introduction

• Integral equation Matrix equation Matrix solver
• Z I = V, Z : Geometry characteristic matrix, I : Unknown current, V : 

Electromagnetic source
• O(N2) memory, O(N3) CPU time required, N : Number of unknowns
• Two types of matrix solver

MoM

• Strength in memory/CPU time for single 
excitation

• Z I(n) = I(n+1) , I(n) : Current distribution for nth
iteration

• Independent computation for different V
• Time-consuming for multi-excitation problems

Iterative solver based method

• Reduction of DoFs using macro basis functions
• Free from convergence problems
• Strength in multiple excitation problems
• Single Z-1 computation for different excitation

Direct solver based method

MLFMM AIM CBFM SMA SFX

Presenter
Presentation Notes
mom is based on integral equation, and convert integral equation into matrix equation to solve by matrix solver. However, the conventional MoM has the following complexity and shows inefficient problem solving with a large number of unknowns.To improve this, two types of matrix solvers have been studied, one is iterative sovler and the other is direct solveriterative solver has strength in  computation resource and time for single excitation. This includes MLFMM or AIM, which you are familiar with.but independent computation is needed for different excitation, so it is very inefficient  for multi-excitation problems.On the other hand, direct solver based method are suitable for those problems. it uses macro basis function set for direct solver, so Multiple excitation and single excitation problems can be calculated at nearly the same time.
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Characteristic basis function method

1. Introduction

 CBFM
 Applicable for arbitrary geometry
 Good compression effectiveness (Number of MBFs / Number of low-level basis functions)

 Divide geometry into blocks

 Create macro basis 
functions 
(Characteristic basis) 
that reflects the 
characteristics of each 
block

 Making impedance matrix for CBs  Solution of reduced matrix equation
 Reorganize current distribution based on CB to 

current distribution based on low-level basis

Garcia, E., Cátedra, F., and Mittra, R.  Characteristic Basis Function Method. In: Computational Electromagnetics. Springer, New York, NY, 2014. p. 1-40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Among these direct solver based methods, CBFM which can be applied to the arbitrary structure and reduce DoF efficiently has been selected in this study.CBFM first Divide geometry into blocksand Create macro basis functions (which is called Characteristic basis) that reflects the characteristics of each blockand makes impedance matrix using CBs with reduced DoFs, solve matrix equation same as in conventional MoM.
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Acceleration of CBFM

1. Introduction

 Making impedance matrix for CBs  Most time-consuming procedure in CBFM

 Acceleration scheme using multipole expansion (MCBFM)

 Trade-off in MCBFM

 When block size is small
 Sampling rate
 Near zone ratio

 When block size is large
 Compression rate
 Number of transfer functions

 Applying multipole expansion to 
multilevel CBFM (MLCBFM)

 Various block size for multiple level
 Proposal of a technique with merits 

for each block size

J. Laviada, F. Las-Heras, M. R. Pino, and R. Mittra, “Solution of electrically large problems with multilevel characteristic basis 
functions,” IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, vol. 57, no. 10, pp. 3189–3198, 2009.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It should be noted that the process of generating the impedance matrix with CB is the bottleneck process of this algorithm, and we have proposed acceleration scheme using multipole expansion in our previous work which we call MCBFM. there is trade-off relation for block size in MCBFM.when block size get smaller, sampling rate and near zone ratio get better while the compression rate and transfer fucntion efficiency deterioratesto overcome this trade-off, we applied multipole expansion scheme into MLCBFMthere are various size of block and we proposed a technique which can get merits for each block size.
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CBFM formulation

2. CBFM and MCBFM formulation

 Divide geometry with specific block size
 Extended region for fictitious edge effect 
 0.5 ~ 2 𝜆𝜆 (Cube edge length)
 0.1 𝜆𝜆 (Extended region)

 Excite planewaves
 Number of planewaves relates 

with bandwidth of radiation 
spectrum of block

 NPW > 2(kr0+2𝜋𝜋)2

 20x20x2 (Theta x phi x TM/TE) 
for cube edge length 0.5 𝜆𝜆

Planewave

NPW

Nb,RWG

 Singular value decomposition process
 Elimination of redundant CBs which have singular value 

lower than threshold

Presenter
Presentation Notes
first, we'll introduce about formulation of MoM and CBFM. For the start of the CBFM, we divide geometry with specific block size and there are extended region for fictitious edge effectand then we excite blocks with planewaves having various incident angles and The induced current is called CB.for refining redundancy of CBs, we use SVD and The result is the actual CB to be used.
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CBFM formulation

2. CBFM and MCBFM formulation

 Reaction terms of EFIE (RWG basis)

 Excitation terms of EFIE

 Representation of CB Reaction terms between CBs

 Excitation terms for CBs





Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conventional MoM, We construct a matrix equation using the reaction term and excitation term of EFIE, short for electric field integral equation. In CBFM, matrix equation is formed in the same way except that CB is used instead of RWG basis. the reaction term and excitation terms of each block can be calculated simply as a matrix-matrix product.
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CBFM formulation

2. CBFM and MCBFM formulation

 Reduced matrix equation

 Bottleneck process of CBFM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
and final matrix equation for CBFM is the one we are looking at on the slide The following figure is an example of the time required for each step of the CBFM.As mentioned above, the process of generating the matrix equation is the bottleneck of the corresponding algorithm.
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MCBFM formulation

2. CBFM and MCBFM formulation

 Multipole expansion technique for Green’s function

where

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To improve CPU time for computing reaction terms between remote block, we applied Multipole expansion technique for Green’s functionthis Separate the green function into functions on source2block, block2block, block2observation functions.Each function is called as radiation function., transfer function, and receive functions
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MCBFM formulation

2. CBFM and MCBFM formulation

 Reduced matrix filling with addition theorem

where

0-level Aggregated/Disaggregated CB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the technique is substituted in the process of calculating the reaction term between the preceding CBs, the following equation is developedand we call these functions as 0level aggregated/disaggregated CB
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MCBFM formulation

2. CBFM and MCBFM formulation

 Reduced matrix filling with addition theorem

where

1-level Aggregated/Disaggregated CB

 Complexity of reduced matrix filling : O(𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶2)
 Complexity of reduced matrix filling  using  multipole expansion: O(𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
for each block, 0level aggregated/disaggregated CB can be pre-summed with corresponding coefficient, and make 1level aggregated/disaggregated CB. and the computational complexity reduced as follow. we call this algorithm as MCBFM
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Multilevel CBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 A sequence of blocks concept is defined
 [seq] = [i1,i2,...,iL], where the levels go from 

the highest to lower ones.

 Characteristic basis for high level

 Characteristic basis for lowest level

 Reduced impedance matrix for level l

Presenter
Presentation Notes
next is MLCBFM and applying multipole expansion into MLCBFM. first we define a sequence of blocks to express multilevel block. same CB generation process is performed for each level as in single level CBFM. and Characteristic basis for high level and lowest level are expressed as linear sum of lower level CBs and RWG basis respectively
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Multilevel MCBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 Three types of interaction zone

 Near-zone interaction
 Near-zone in high-level block
 Near-zone in low-level block

 Intermediate-zone interaction
 Near-zone in high-level block
 Far-zone in low-level block

 Far-zone interaction
 Far-zone in high-level block
 Far-zone in low-level block

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For multipole expansion about MLCBFM, there are Three types of interaction zone, different from MCBFM. Near-zone interaction has Near-zone in both high-level block and low-level block.intermediate-zone interaction has Near-zone in high-level block but far-zone in low-level block.Far-zone interaction has far-zone in high-level block
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Multilevel MCBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 Near-zone interaction

 CBs in each block

Presenter
Presentation Notes
for near zone interaction in high-level block, we seperate reaction terms into near-zone interaction terms and intermediate zone interaction termsfor near zone interaction terms in low-level block, we compute reaction terms as same as conventional CBFM
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Multilevel MCBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 Intermediate-zone interaction

 CBs in each block

Presenter
Presentation Notes
while in intermediate zone, we can apply MCBFM formulation
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Multilevel MCBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 Intermediate-zone interaction

 CBs in each block

where

Presenter
Presentation Notes
as a result, we can define 1-level aggregated/disaggregated CB in the same mannerand summation of near zone interaction and intermediate interaction in lower level block becomes near zone interaction in higher level block. 
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Multilevel MCBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 Far-zone interaction

 CBs in each block

Presenter
Presentation Notes
for far-zone interaction, Many calculations are performed similarly,
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Multilevel MCBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 Far-zone interaction

 CBs in each block
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Multilevel MCBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 Far-zone interaction

 CBs in each block
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Multilevel MCBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 Far-zone interaction

 CBs in each block

Presenter
Presentation Notes
but since the center of the block moves from a lower level to a higher level, the following phase transition term and interpolation term must be added. 
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Multilevel MCBFM

3. Multilevel MCBFM

 Far-zone interaction

 CBs in each block

Presenter
Presentation Notes
and we can rearrange matrix equation with 2 or higher level aggregated/disaggregated CB
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Analysis of 3 𝝀𝝀 radius sphere

4. Numerical results

Time [s] M-
CBFM

2-level 
M-

CBFM
CBFs generation 1,134 1,359
Preprocessing 3,555 2,371

Reduced matrix 
filling 7,351 4,590

Matrix inversion 2,634 2,238
Total 14,674 10,558
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
this is numerical example for analyzing bistatic RCS of sphere with radius of 2 lambdayou can see reduced matrix filling process is improved.
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Summary

5. Summary

 Algorithm for multiple excitation analysis of electrically large 
structure is proposed
 Proposal of a technique with merits for each block size
 Based on CBFM, MCBFM and MLCBFM, algorithm has been proposed

 Three types of interaction calculation scheme and multilevel 
aggregated/disaggregated CBs
 Near-zone interactions, intermediate-zone interactions, far-zone 

interactions are computed for different way
 High level aggregated/disaggregated CBs are derived through 

reorganization of low level aggregated/disaggregated CBs 

 Numerical results shows good agreement and efficient 
computation of electrically large structure
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Thank You for Your Attention
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